
Communication methods of Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) include gestures, natural language, and haptics.
However, these methods have no direct information exchange between robots and human brain imaging, which
straightly encodes human intentions and emotions. Therefore, social, emotional, and cognitive computing is limited
in HRI. To address such a critical issue, this talk will present recent efforts on investigating robust and fast
neuroimaging for improving HRI performance. Neuroimaging modalities Electroencephalogram (EEG) and Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) have been studied for guiding and navigating robots. Neuroimaging problems, such as
limited training data, nonstationary brain signals, slow imaging speed, and low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) have been
improved. Functional and anatomical neuroimaging enables humans not only to interact with robots using decoded
brain activities, but also to navigate microrobots for targeted drug delivery. This talk will also discuss future work on
multimodal HRI, rehabilitation robot with portable MRI, and autism robot with neuroimaging guidance.
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